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THE RORSCHAC:ti TECHNIQUE: A RE-EVALUATION
ARTHUR R. JENSEN
Ulliversity of California

In the 43 years since Hermann Rorschach published the Psychodiagnostik, his set of ten carefully chosen inkblots has become the most
popular of all psychological tests. A recent survey of hospitals, clinics,
guid" nee c1!ntersi. and the like, indicates that the Rorschach clearly
outstrips all its competitors, both in the number of institutions using the
test and .in the amount of usage (31). Furthermore, the curve depicting
the increase in popularity of the Rorschach over the past de~ade i$
positively accelerated. On the basis of Sundberg's (31) survey we can
safely estimate that, at the very least, the Rorschach is administered to
a million persons a year in the United States; it consumes on t.he average
approximately five million clinical man-hours (which is 57 i years), at a
total c:ost to the clients of apprJximately twenty-five million dollars.
Thus, in terms of usage the Rorschach is 1~asily the Number One psychological hstrument. It has become as closely identified with the clinical
psychoiogist as the stethoscope is with the physician.
The amount of research and publication on the Rorschach is even
more impressive. On this count. no other test equals it. Over the past
decade it has inspired on the average not fewer than three publicationti
per week in the United States alone. The rate of Rorschach publicat'.on,
also, is positively accelerated. The Rorschach bibliography has alre'-dY
passed 3000.
Of course, it is too much to expect any one person to review and
assess in its totality any phen Jmenon of such fabulous proportions as
the Rorschach The i::resent f(View focuses attention on the Rorschach
literature of the past several years, to determine the degree to which
recent ft, search bas turned up anything that might in some way alter the
negatiw· judgments arrived at by earlier reviewers (e.g. 10).
l'vlu;u of the early research ·On the Rorschach has often been criticized
for methodological and rtatistical inadequacy, but this fortunately can
no long~!r be said of the reicent research published in the leading psychological journals . There are now a number of methodologically and
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statistically sound and sophisticated studies. Even more important, in
terms of doing full justice to the Rorschach, is that the good research is
now being done by the Rorschachers and projective test experts themselves, often with the full cooperation of their clinical colleagues who are
highly experienced in the use of projective techniques. No longer can it
be claimed that negative findings are the result of blue-nos~ methodologists of statistics and experimental psychology applying inappropriate
criteria to an instrument for which they have no sympathy, no clinical
experience, no intuitive feeling, and no talent.
Detailed reviews of recent Rorschach rt:·search have been made by
Heiman and Rothney (I n and 0y RicciUtti (24 ). A book edited by
Rickers~Ovsiankina (25) is probably the most important publication in
the field in the past several years and contains exceH~nt discussions of
Rorschach research by a number of prominent psychologists in the fields
of projective techniques, clinical psychology, and personality research .
The reader is also referred to the Annuat Reviews of Psychology for
coverage of the most important contributions; the review by Gleser (9) is
especially worthwhile.
RORSCHACH TRAINING

The Rorschach is not just another test which the clinician may learn
to use by reading a munual. It is a whole culture, the full acquisition of
which depends upon intensive tutorial training. a great deal of c1inical
experience with projective materials, a certain degree of dedicated
discipleshir, and, perhaps most difficult of all, acclimatization to an
atmosphere that is philosophically quite alien to the orientation of
modern psychology as it is now represented in the leading American and
British universities. In addition, the would-be Rorschacher, if he is to
hold his own among the experts, must possess a kind of gift similar to the
Hterary ta1ent of a novelist or biographer, combining a perceptive and
intuitive ')ensitivity to human qualities and the power to express these
perceptions in subtle, varied, and complex ways. The Rorschach report
of a real expert is, if nothing e!~e, a literary work of art. Indeed, this is
the chief criterion of :expertness with the Rorschach, for the resP,arch
has not revealed any significant differences in reliability or validity
between beginners and acknowfodged masters in the Rorschach tech-

nique
Qualified Rorschachers generally have had at least three semesters.
the equivalent of a year and a half, of intensive training in the use of
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the Rorschach. The first semester is usually devoted mereJy to learning
how to score the tes1c, while the second and third semesters are devoted
to interpretation. As is typical of most textbooks on the Rorschach, there
is little or no refen~nce to the research literature in most traditional
Rorschach course.s. At least one hundred tests must be admhtist~red,
scored, and interpreted under the dose supervision of an expert before
the novice is considered sufficiently qualified to be left on his own.
Untfortunately, many clinicians, and especially school psychologists, who
use the Rorschach in their daily clinica\l practice are inadequately trained,
with the consequence that their reports have a st~reotyped, cookbook
quality which can add nothing of clinical value to the understanding of
the patient and can often be injudiciously misleading or even harmful.
It is the reviewer's impression from reading many psychological reports
based on the Rorschach, that the acknowledged experts are usually more
cautious and wis~e in their use of the instrument than are clinicians who
have had relativc!y meager training or who are self-taught.
USES OF THE RORSCHACH

The technique has been used wi1th all age levels in clinics, guidance
centers, hospitals, schools, and in industry, to assess, diagnose, and
describe every aspt~ct of the human personality--cognitive, emoti.onal,
and motivational~--in both normal and psychiatric sub]ects. IP tabulating the types of interpretive statements made from a sin~l'=' !"..orschach
protocol (analyzed by Klopfet), Shneidman concluded that the Rt. schach concentrates on the areas of affect, diagnosis, quality of perception, ego capacity, p~rsonality mechanisms, sexual thought and psychosexual level (29). One is impressed after reading a large number of
Rorschach reports that no facet of the human psyche and no aspect of
human feeling or behavior is inaccessible to the Rorschach. Certainly it
excells all other psychological tests in permitting a richness of personality
description that comprehends the entire lexicon of hum an characteristics.
It has even been used to attempt to differentiate children with defective
hearing from those with normal hearing (11, p. 75). hs chief use, however, remains that of aiding in the formulation of psychiatric diagnosis
and prognosis.
The Rorschach has also been used, with questionable success, as a
research tool in the investigation of personality and in anthropological
and cross-cultural studies. Its contributions in the personality realm
hat.re been evaluat ed by Gardner and Lois Murphy (25), and Lindzey
1
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( 17) has written a compmhensive review of its use in cr0ss .:ultural
research. Neither the Murphys nor Lindzey credit the Rorschach with
substantial contributions to research in these fields.
ADMINISTRAnoN AND SCORING

The test materials have not changed in 43 }..:ars; they are the same
ten, bilaterally symmetrical blots originated by Hermann Ror~chach.
The Rorschach culture apparently aas assume.:l that these ten blots
cannot be improved upon and that they alone are a sufficient foundation
for building a science of ptr~onality diagnosis. Thi.... great orthodoxy and
appeal to authority in the Rorschach culture is reflected also in the
scoring procedures, which have changed in only minor details from the
method origina:ly laid down by Rorschach.
Incidentally, if the color in the five chromatic blob plays as import~nt
a role as the Rorschachers c!aim for it, then note should be taken of the
fact that different editions of the blot:< dif;er in color, some being more
vivid and others more pru.tel.
Th~~ scoring of the subject's responses, which generally number
between ten and thirty, is a highl~ technical procedure requiring many
hours of practice before it b~comes an easy task. The several different
scoring systems currently in use are all basically much alike, and once
having learned one it is easy to adopt another. The systems of Rorschach
and Binder, Rapaport, and Schafer, Heck, Piotrowski, Hertz, and
Klopfor have been systematically compm "d in the last cha!.)ter of the
volume edited by Rickers-Ovsiankina (25).
RORSCHACH INTERPRETATION

Many elements enter into interpretation. First there are the formal
scores, which are g\.:neraUy interpreted in terms of configurations or
combinations with other Rorschach scores. Textbooks on interpretation
are seldom explicit or precise concerning the quarrtitative aspects of
the Rorsc~1ach scores and mdices, although the language of the discussion
clearly imphes quantitative considerations. Reference is made to "a 1ot of
shading responses," "a high M per cent," "long reaction time,'' ''many
CF r';:sponses," and so on. The exact quantity is rarely specified. Examiners must have had experience with at least 100 protocols before
developing some subjective notion of the "norms" of the various scores.
There are, however, published norms. (e.g., 1, 2, 3), but these arc seldom
referred to by clinicians, and the leading textbooks on Re ~ schach inter-
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pn!tation make no use of them. Almost every page of tl>e long-awaited
and important book on Rorschach interpretation by Piotrowski (23)
contains typical e.xamp~es of the interpretations connected with various
scores. For example~ "There is something uncompromising, inflexible,
and daidn.g about those subjects who give c'R (dark shading responses).
By contrast, the i.lildividual with many cR (light shading re:;ponses) prcfe1rs to sacrifice . . . his important goals of external achievement in
order to appear less competetive and assertive to the world. If necessary, he surrenders part of his personality rather than antagonize others~ '
(23, p. 264). These elaborate and subtle interpretations of Rorschach
scores are totally unsupported by any kind of research evidence.
But much more than the formal scores enters into the interpn.. tation.
The subject's language, the content of his responses, the particular
sequence of his responses, his reaction time to each card, the way he
handles the cards and turns the cards, every aspect of his behavior
during the testing-all are grist for the interpretive mill, which grinds
extrer1el;1 fine. The full flavor of this an can be savoured from a number o< published Rorschach reports by masters of the technique. The
thinking that enters into the interpretation is clearly delineated b}
Schafer in his excellent text (28) and in the detailed case anaiy~i~ presented in the t~xtbook by Philips and Smith (22, pp. 267-312). A
highly professional report by Stephanie Dudek, typical of the proJuctions of the most skilled Rorschachers, is to be found in the Appendix
of the book by Symonds and Jensen (34, pp. 398-400). It is evident
that nothing in the Rorschach protocol or in the subject's behavior
during the testing is regarded as "noise" in the system-everything is
considered sigmficant and interpretable. And the final report of an
e~xpert, i11 its wealth of detail, its subtlety of personaiity description.
breadth of comprehension, and depth 1~f penetration, can often rival the
riost elaborate chara~terizations of Marcel Proust or Henry James.
Aside from considerations of reliability and validity, a question must
be asked concerning the semantics of the Rorschach report itself. How
unambiguously meaningful is the interpretation to a number C'f different
persons reading the fin.al report? Little is factually known about this.
It could well be that the Rorschach report is itself projective material
for the p:ersnn to whom the report is referred, serving mainly to bolster
his confidence in his own interpretations derived from other sources.
The real question is, h.ow much can the report add to the psychiatrist's
understanding of his patient gained through other means, even assu-
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rr:ing it is valid? Th!c: we do not know, but the question becomes wholly
academi.; when we take account of the known reliability and validity
0f Rorschach interpretation.
RELIABILITY

Few other tests provide so many opportunities for the multiplication
of error variance as does the Rorschach. We must consider separately
the a·eliabi1ity of scoring and of interpretation, the stability of these in
time, the internal consistency of scores, and the effect of the interaction
of examiners and subjects.
First, it must be pointed out that m0st of the traditional Rors~hach
scor~s have two strikes against them from a psychometric standpoint. In
·:he typical protocol. most of the scoring categories are used relatively
infrequently, so that their reliability is practically Lideterminate. For
example, the aver~ge frequencies of various Rorschach scores in a
sample of 28 nonpsychiatric subjects (.A, p. 122) is Dd = 1.0, S == 0.3,
M
2.9, k
0.2, K =-= 0. !, FK
0.6,FC == 0.9, C
0.2. The only
really large frequencies arc R (number of responses)
22.1, D (large
detail)= 12.1, W (whole responses)
8.0, and F (form)== 1.5. The
distribution of these score~ arc generally very skewed, and the small
ai:iount of variation that occur~ among the majority of subjects easily
falls within the siandard error of measurement for most of the scores. By
all criteria R (number of responses) has the highest reliability of any of
the scores, and by virtue of this it spuriously inflates the relhbility of the
various index scores into which it enters, su~h as M%, F % , W%, etc.
Most of the combinational scores from the Rorschach, consisting of
ratios and differenccfO, among the variom; primary scores. are, of course.
even more unsuscep1ib1c to a satisfactory dem1·;nstration of reliability
than are the primary scores.
Another question that is sc1dom asked is whether the scoring categories
themselves have any particu1ar meaning or uniqueness in a psychological
sense. That is, are the various movement responses, shadh1g resp~nse5,
color responses, texture responses, or content c,f the responses measu~
ring some commoa factor more or less peculiar to these particular
classes of determinants? Factor analyses of the scores inJicate that the
underlying factors do not coincide at all well with the txaditional scoring
categories (e.g., 36). Correl~tions between the various movement responses (M; F~.1, m) on the Rorschach, Behn-Rorschach, and Levy
Movement Cards are in the range from . l 2 to .41 (21), so that if the
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tendency to perceive movement in ambiguous fagures is an important
and stable characteristic of individuals. as Rorschach theory would have
us believe, it is apparent that the Rorschach is unable to demonstrate
reliable individual differences in this trait. That is to say, various M
responses seem to be highly stimulus-specific. The various color scoring
categories have been brought even more seriously into question by experiments using totally achromatic reproductions of the Rorschach blots .
In a review of this research Baughman concluded that ". . . color h2 s
1ittle or no effect upon a subject's behavior to the extent that his beha.vior is represented by the psychogram or similar scoring scales" (5,
p. 143). The twenty-five studies of thjs type reviewed by Baughman
lead to the conclusion that "the form or shape of the blot is the only
relevant dimension. Certainly color does not appear to affect behavior
very much, and if color is ineffective shading seems even less likely to
be a sigriificant variable." (5, p. 143). In view of this, how ~eaningful
is an index such as the very important M : sum C ratio, which is said
to indic.ate the subject's "experie:nce-type~' measured along the dimension of "introve1;,1ve-extratensivc"? The literature on experience-type
is reviewed by Singer (25, pp. 223-259), who concludes that after
40 yeaxs of the Rorschach nothing yet is known concerning the psychometric or statistical characterist:cs of the very central experience bal<!nce ratio of M: sum C.
A word of caution concerning improper e!:ltimates of Rorschach reJiability: these often consist of reporting the percentage of agreement
betwe~n two or more judges. It should be clear that percentage agreement is not a kgitimate measure of reliability and tells us none of the
things we want to know when w~ ask about the reliability of a test. What
we want to know is the proportion of variance in the scores that is not
error variance. The reliability coefficient tells us this; the percentage
agreement does not. The latter measure can often be misleading and
should alwa)s be discounted as an index of reliability, unless other
1;rucial information is also provided. Take the following fictitious
example, in which two judges independently sort a sample of 500
protocols in te1ms of the presence ( +) or absence (-) of indicators of
a particular syndrome. Their percentage agreement is 98 per cent - impressively high. When reliability is obtained in the proper way, however,
by determining the correlation between the two judges, the reliability
coefficient turns out to be only .19.
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The writer has presented a detailed discussion of the rdiability l,f
Rorschach scores elsewhere (15. pp. l 1-1 7). and a mort: 1\.·c~·nt nm··
sideration of the whole rdiabiility problem has been prcscnh:d hy Uni: ·
berg (25). Some of the conclusions may be summari1cd bridly.
Scoring reliabWty per se has b1~en determined very si.:ldtlill. The kw
instances reported in the I!teratur·e constitute the highest rdiabiiitics tu
be found for any aspect of the Rorschach. Reliability of scoring depend')
to a large extent upon the degree of similarity of the iraining ,,f the
scorers and h;}.s been reported as rangi111g from .64 to .91.
Split-half reliability has always been frowned upon hy I~ rn •,di ..dit·."'
as inappropriate. Nevertheless, split-half estimates han~ ~· ichk,d Lnm
paratively high re1iabi1itic!s, ranging in one study (35) from 3 _\ ! 1· ! '. ~.·)
to .91 {R), with an average reliability coefficient of .~. 4 l1.(nr1·1'1ul l1y
the Spearman-Brown formula). In another study ( l l) an ad~ !- ~·\·..:11 '>plit
of the cards for 100 sub.jccts yielded an av~~ra1:> H.·liah~h ( y fn r 20 H11r
schach scores uf .33, with a range from .67 to .97 .
Test-retest reliability ranges from about . ! 0 to abol~ t 'JO. dqwnding
largely upon the test-retes: interval and the partkub.r ··.core . For a t•.vo ·
weeks interval the reliabilities of various scores rnngc bttv;cen .f;O and
.80 (15, pp. 12~13). The most extensive detennim.i1ion of retest ri.:lia-·
bility is that of Epstdn et al., {7J, who frnv~ i.rh: f<or -.<; had1 tu I (i ud lege students a total of tien times over a pednd of , ivi;:: weeks. Tht: avt ·
rage reliabilities for various respon;;,c catcgm k~ ranged from .2!1 to . )6.
Parallel jorms reliabiility has b>.!en dct~rm~m:d by use oi ~he Behn·
Rorschach, a set of similar blots \vbich :,.cem to rnct:t all the phyd10 metric criteria for quaHJfying as an ~qukv~Ieilt form of ~he Hon)'c.:hach .
For 35 scoring categories the mem:.. and i;.tandard dc~iation s of the:
Behn and the Rorsdmch do not di!f·t> $igni!kamJy in normal and JYW··
chiatric populatiom~ and the two form:t; .. ccm to 1corrclatc a'.-i high!/ with
each other as each conehitt11 with u~..e:f. The cnrrdations for varirnJ·-;
scores range from about 1;.etn to J~-6, with a mean around .60.
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Examiner and situational influ,. nces have been increasingly recognized in recent research as significant contd butors to the variance of
Rorschach scores {e .g. ~ 4, 8, 12, 20, 27). The subject-examiner interaction is certainly one of the most important aspects of the test. The
effect of the setting in which the test is taken and the fact that different
examiners consistently elicit different amounts of various scored determinants from subjects should make it imperative that future Rorschach
studies be based upon a representative sampling of examiners as well
as of subiects.
Reliability of interpretation is, of course, the most important matter of all. It may br stated as a general principle that the most cruda!
reliability is f'rnt of the end-product of the test, which, in the case of the
Ro1~chach, usually consists of a verbal description of personality cha·
racteristics based on a global evaluation of all aspects of the sut;: ,_t's
protocol. Contrary to the usual ch~Jm of Rorschachers that this global
interpretation is more reliable or more valid than any of the clements
on which it is based, such as the scores and the varic.us Jcrivcd comc~nations and indices, a systematic search of the literature has not
turned up a single instance where the overall interpretation \\'as more
reliable than the separate elements entering into it. Ror~chach textbooks
have not p "esented any evidence of satisfactory reli'3htlity of the final
product of the test and the reviewer has not been abfc w find any
such evidence in the research literature.
Here are some typical examp!es of what has been found. Lisanksy
(18) had six highly qualified Rorschacher:S rate 40 ~ubjects on ten per~ onality items which they agreed could be <::Otifidently assessed from
the Rorschach protocol. To make the zxperiment similar to clinical con(~ itions the Rorschachers were provided al!.o with an abstract of each
parient's hist01y. The degree of agreetnent l'Ctwet!n the judges w a~
measured by the phi coefficient, which averaged .33. Six other clinicians rated the same traits on the basis of the case history abstracts
a lone, with an average phi of .31 ~ Ylruc-h is not significantly different
from the reliability of the clinicians who were aided by the Rorschach.
The interesdng puint is that the ten rated personality items were specially selected as being the kinds of questions which the Rorschach, and
not particuiarly the c~ h.isrory~ rs supposed to be able to answer.
Korner a.nd Westwood ( i. 6) had three clinical p3ychologists, qualified
in the use of the Ror!<:bach. rort the protocols of 96 college freshmen
1
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into three categories for level of personality adju'.>tment. The average
correlation among the three judges was .31.
Datel and Gengerelli (6) found that ·vhei1 27 Rorschachers were
required to match pers011.ality interpretations written by each other on
the basis of the protocols of six subjects (presented for matching in sets
of six), there Wfere more mismatchings than correct matchings. Of the
total of 324 discrete match\ngs, 148 were correct and 176 were incorrect. Despite the fact that the subjects from whom the protocols were
obtained differed greatly from one another in nosology. etc., the average
reliability for the individual clinicians was not sigdficantly greater
than zero.
The most carefu] and methodologically sophisticated study of R(Jfschach reliability and validity has been carried out by two leading projective test experts, Little and Shneidman (19). The editors of the Jour1uil of Projective Techniques chose twelve distinguished Rorschach
experts--all are eminent teachers and writers in this field-to parti~
cipate in the study. Rorschach protocols were obtained from 12 patients, three each from the psychotic, neurotic, psychosomatic, and
psychiatrically normal diagnostic categories. The Rorschach judges
were each provided with one protocol from each of the four categories
and asked to perform the following interpretive tasks: assign diagnostic
labels, rate the subject for personality adjustment (on a scale from 0
to 8), answer 100 True-False factual items taken from the case his to~
ries of the subjects, answer 117 True-False pcr~onality items typical of
those contained in psychological reports, and perform a Q-sort of 7 6
items typical of the 'kinds of statement~ made in Rorschach interpretations. The reliability estimate of the diagnostic labeling consisted of
having four other judges rate degree of similarity of diagnosis among
pairs of the Ro~·schach judges on a six-point scale (0----5). The mean
rating among all the Rorschach judges was 2.50, which led the authors
to conclude that "diagnostic labc~s based upon blind analyses of protocols may be quite wide of the mark and the present analysis indicates
that the judges may not be even shooting at the same target" {19, p. 11 ).
The method of treating the ratings of maladjustment makes it difficult
to obtain an estimate of inter-rater rc1iabiJity, but it is interesting that
the non-psychiatric patients were rateu as considerably more pathological on the basis of their Rorschachs (as well as on three other clinical
tests of personality) than when they were rated solely on the basis ot
anamnestic data. (This tendency for Rorschach int~rpretations to be
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exct ~si1vely biased toward the pathological has been well-known from
earlier studies;, a good illustration of the tendency may be found in the
Rorschach an:tlyses of 28 non-psychiatric subjects reported in great
detail by Symonds and Jensen (4, 119-169).) The True-False factual
and perso11ality items were correlated with outside criteria and therefore will be discussed in the section on validity. The Q-sort yielded
the most easily interpretable index of inter-judge reliability. The correlations between the judges' Q-sorts for the 12 patients range from
-.13 to .64, witl1 a mean of .31. It i:s instructive to note that when the
Q-sorts of ea~h set of four subjects rated by the same judge are inter·
correJated the mea.'l correlation is .27, which is not significantly differeat f:rom th·~ inter-judge reliability of .31. In other words, at least as
much of the variance in Rorschach interpretations is attributable to
differences among the interpreters a~ to differences among the subjects.
Little: and Shneidman concluded, "Test interpreters tend to make their
interpretations in a stereotyped manner independent of the subject.''
How well did each interpreter agree with himself? To find out, the
invei;tigators had the judges perform the same interpretive tasks on the
same protocols just ten days later and intercorrefated the ratings of the
first rn:casion with thos·~ of the second. Only those results which can be
reported in tt;rm~ of a correlation coefficient are reported here. For the
factual True-False hems the average correlation is .74; for the 0-~mrts
the correfaticns range from .26 to .81, with a mean of .61.
Silverman (30) carried out a somewhat more detailed study of Rorschach reliability and validity, using the Q-sort. The judges were selected in terms of amount of training and clinical t~xperience with projective techniques, including the Rorschach. There were 10 noted projecti\le test experts, 10 clinicians with 5 to 8 ye&rs of experience in projective testing, and 10 clinicians with fewer than three years of expe..
rience in projective testing. The Rorschach, Thematic Apperception
Test, House-Tree-PersQn test, and the Most Unpleasant Concept test,
were obtained from 10 adult maies undergoing psychotherapy. There
were six separate Q--sorts for different areas of interpretation. The 180
Q-sort item,,, were typical of the statements found in Rorschach and
projective reports. The reilabilities, as estimated from the correlations
ar.nong the Q-sorts, were: Defenses= .27, Motivating Nreds and Affects
= .25, L~aracter Traits = .44, Diagnosis and Symptoms = .44, InterpersonaJl Behavior== .21. The overall reliability was .34. The degree
of reliability was unrelated to the amount of experience of the judges:
1
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there was no highe~ agreement among the most experience<:: clinicians
than among the least experienced.
One recent study (14) strongly stacked the cards in favor of maximizing the reliability by selecting seven clinicians who had very similar
orientations toward the use and interpretation of psychological tests and
ten subjects who were very h~terogeneous in pathology. The clinida.ns'
task was to rank 10 psychologica1 needs as to their re]ative importance
for each of the ten subjects. The inter·rater reliability was .12. (When

t.11e same task was performed with the TAT and a Sentence Comp,etion
test, the reliabilities were .14 and .30, respectively.)
VALIDITY

Considering the reliability of the Rorschach, its poor validity would
seem to be a foregone conclusion. However, though it is axiomatic in
psychometric theory that the validity of a test cannot be higher than the
square..root of its reliability, it has often been chimed that the Rorschach
(as well as other projec~lve tests) is exempt from this gene1 al rule. Therefore a study of the evidence for the validity of the Rorschac.h might be
worth while.
Guilford succinctly reviewed the status of Rorschach validity t;.p to
1959 and came to the following conclusions: "In spite of the widespread
popularity and use of the Rorschach ink blots, the reliabilities of scores
tend to be relatively low, and validities, although quite varied.. are
generally near zero. This statement regarding validity applies to 11se of
the instrument in discriminating pathological from normal individuals,
for diagnosis of more particular pathologies such as anxiety, for indicating degrees of maladjustment in the general population, and for predic~
ting academic and vocational success" (10, p. 313).
The most recent comprehensive review and discussion of Rorschach
validity is the chapter by Harris (25, pp. 380-· --439). It is the most
thoughtful and objective article on this subject the present writer has
encountered. From his extensive survey, Harris conclud~d: 44 By the
canons of test analysis, the Rorschach technique as a whole has been
shown at present to have neither satisfactory validity nor invalidity"
(p. 436). Predicting the future of Rorschach research, Harris states,
"There is very little concrete basis for making an optimistic prediction
that a review of studies of validity, in. which the ten Rorschach cards
have served as the sole instrument of investigation~ will be any different
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25 years from now than they were when reviewed in 1954 by Absworth ..." (p. 424)1 .
What,. specifically, have the most recent studies found?
First, a distinction must be made between experimental and cljnical
types of validation studies. In experimental studies, particular Rorschach
scores (often scores that have been specially derived for the particular
study) are in some way tested for their correlation with some nonRorschach criterion. The criterion may or may not be of clinical
relevance. Clinical validation studies, on the oth{;r hand, involve a more
globa1 use of the Rorschach protocol, typical of its use in clinical
practice, with the aim of testing the correlation of the Rorschach
with various clinically relevant criteria. Older reviews of Rorschach
validity are based predominantly on the experimental type of study.
Recent research has concentrated more on the clinical validity of the
instrument as it is typicaJly used by clinic:!} psychologists. Many of the
experimental type of st.11dies have been reviewed by Zubin (37). The
fact that some of these studies have reported validity coefficients which,
when significant at all, are generally in the range of .20 to .40, cannot
be interpreted as supporting the clinical usefulness of t[1e test. Aside
from the fact that validity in this range is practkally useless for individual
asses'.m1ent, the validated "scores" are often not those used by the
clinician or they are US(':d in a different way. Even when the sc0res do
happen to be those that enter into the clinical interpretation of the
protocol, such a..s the ~I per cent, dinicians seldom heed the experimental findings. It is easy to find statements in current clinical reports that
a subject is "creative" on the basis of a high M per cent in his protocol,
despite the we11-known failure of this re]ationship to be borne out in
resecsch studies which are seemingly ideal for capturir:g it (e.g., 26).
Beck's z and g scores, characterized as an "organizational factor", are
derived scores which have gained popularity in clinical use. These scores
are a systematic weighted combination of Rorschach attributes claimed
to b1! indicative of intelligence and efficiency of intellectual functioning.
The g score does have some validity, showing correlations with psychometrically rn.easured intelligence in the range of .20 tot .25 (25, p. 36).
Another special scoriJilg method has ·been devised by Holt (25), to
measure degree of adaptive versus maladaptive regressive tendencies.
Ainsworth. Mary D., Problems of validation. In: Klopfer. B. et al. Develop~
ments in !he Rorschach technique. Vol. I. Yonkers: World Book Co., 1954.
1
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Wben this index was correlated with 55 items of various behavioral and
personality test criteria, 20 of the correlations were significant bcyon'i
the .10 level. The mean of the correlations significant beyond the .10
level was .59. Crossva1idation of such studies generally loses many of
the formerly significant correlations, and no such correlations should be
accepted without evidence of cross-validation. For example, Holt states
concerning the validity of his regression score, "The correlation coefficients are not impressively large, for the most part not even being highly
significant, but they are in Li.e right directions. A word of caution, however: Incomplete but largely negative preliminary results from a group
of college girls of the same age (as the college men on whom the original
correlations were obtained) suggest that these \.:orrelations may rot hold
up in different samples, but may, in some as yet unknown way, be
specific to unknown parameters of the present group of college boys"
(25, p. 314).
It seems safe to conclude that experimental studies of particular
Rorschach attributes t~ave been able to s;1ow statistically significant
correlations with other psychological criteri~. These correlations have
been generally rather low (i.e., between .20 and .40), only rarely exceeding .50, and most such correlations have not stood the test of crossvalidation.
How valid is the Rorschach when it is used as a clinical instrument
by acknowledged experts? Three recent studies, which have taken
care tJ avoid the criticism that the obtained validity coefficients do not
represent the validity of the Rorschacn when used by experts, are
instructive.
The study by Littlt.! and Shneidman ( 19), which has already been
described in the scdion on Reliability, used 12 Rorschach experts, who
were selected by the editors of the Journal of Projective Techniques and
whose names are given in the Appendix of the published monograph.
The Rorschach protocols were ob~ai.ned from 12 patients equally divided
among the psychiatrically normal, neurotic, psychosomatic, and psychotic categories. Th~ various criteria against which validation was
attempted were obtain~d from the pooled judgments of 23 psychiatrists
and one psychologist on the basis of & comprehensive psychiatric case
history on each patient, obtained by one psychiatrist in 4 to 8 interviews
of 1 to 3 hours duration. On a True-False questionnaire of 117 personality items typical of those in Rorschach reports, the correlation between
the Rorschach judges and the anamnestic judges ranged from - . 26 to
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.74, with a mean of .37. With a True-False quesionnaire of 100 factual
item!) which could be verified from the case history, the Rorsduch
cOITf~lations ranged from -.12 to .42, with a mean of .14. The correlati.)JD.S between a Q-sort of perso!lality items obtained from the
Rorschac:h judges and from the anamnestic judges ranged from -.10 to
.47, with a mean of .1 7. This validity coefficient be,:omes .21 when
corriec:tedl for attenuation of the criterion. But as compared with the other
psychological tests used in the Little and Shneidman study (the Make-APicture-Story test, the Thematic Apperception '!est, and the Minnesota
Mu1tiphasic Personality Inventory), the Rorsch ich is not much worse.
The~ MMPI, for example, which made a consistently better showing than
:a.ny of the projective techniques, had an overaJl Q-sort valicity of .33
t'cor.nected for attenuation).
The sntdy by Silverman (30), d1~scribed in d1e section on rdiability,
compared Q. ·sorts of projective test expe:rtr. with Q-sorts performed by
tI1e therapists of 10 adult males after 35 hours of psychother~1py. There
\vcre six-Q-sorts made up of typical Rorschach report items covering the
areas of Ddenses, Motivating Needs and Affects, Character Traits,
Diagnos\s and Symptoms, Interpersonal Behavior, and Infancy and
Childhood :Perce1>tions of Parental F~gi~res. The validity coefficients for
these areas range from .12 to .50, with a mean of .29.
Oa the basis of a preliminary study (33) in which the Rorschach
pirotor;ol of a pat!ent in psychotherapy was sent to 12 Rorschach experts
for independent interpretations, the one expt:rt with the largest percentage of "hits" in agreement with the psychotherapist's knowledge of the
patient was selected to perform Rorschach analyses of 28 non-psychiatric
subjects who were also assessed by intetvfows and other tests. A detailed
acc:ount of 1the Rorschach analyses is presented by Symonds and Jensen
(34, pp. 1Jl9-169). The Rorschach expert was asked to rank the
subjects for overall personality adjustment on the basis of her analysis
of tht Rorschach protocols. A~ the criterion two psychologists performed
the same task from anamncstic data and from direct impressions gained
in several hours of interview with each subject. The correlation between
the Rorschach ratings and the crite:·ion, con-ected for attenuation, was
.34. One could argue that the criterion itself had little validity, but this
points up on'! of tlu~ (.;rucial problems of Rorschach interpretation: are
the test interpreter and the person to whom the interpretation is addres!ied both speaking the same language? If not, of what value is th~
Rorschach re~port? Most psychiatrists receiving psychological reports
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based in whole or in part on the Rorschach, it should be remembered,
have not been train·~d in Rorschach interpretation.
The: US{; of the Rorschach in vocational psycholopy has been reviewed
by Super and Crites (32), who conclude that " ... too little is now known
to justify its use in practical counseling or personnel work" (p. 575).
Similarly, Ricciuti has concluded a recent review of this subject as
follows: "The practical usefulness of projective techniques in predicting
educational or industrial criteria continues to be small" (24, p. 74).
SUMMARY

Recent research on the Rorschach has not brought forth any substantial evidence
that would alter the negative evaluations of earlier reviewers. If anything, recent
studies add support to the conclusion that the Rorschach as a clinical instrument
has too inadequate reliability and too meagre validity, even in the hands of the
most expert, to justify any claims for its practical usefulness. The strong bias
toward pathology in Rorschach reports on non~psychiatric subjects can lead to
harmful consequences in non·-psychiatric settings, such as in schools an<l in
industry. Even in cases where harm might not result, one must weight the scant
validity of the test against the fact that of all psychological assessment techniques
it us the most time consuming and requires by far the most ex;ensive training of
its practitioners. Many psychologists who have looked into the matter are agreed
that the 40 years of massive effort which has been lavished on the Rorschach
te(.;hnique bas proven unfruitful, at least so far as the development of a useful
p!,ychological test is concerned.
Until proponents of the Rorschach can prodnce evidence which substantially
contradicts this verdict-and thus far suc.h evidence is conspiC'UousJy lacking in the
Rorschac'h textbooks-it seems not lmreasonable to recommend that the Rorschach
be altogether abar;doned in clinical practice. and that students of clinical psychology not be required to waste their time learning the technique.
The question of why the Rorschach sti!I has so many devotees and continues to
be so widely used is qt:!te another iJrobJem and is beyond the scope of this review.
A satisfactory exr>lanation of the whole amazing phenomenon is a task for future
historians of psychology and will probahly have to wait upon greater knovlfedge
of the psychoJogy of credulity than we now possess. Meanwhile. the rate of
scientific progress in clinical psychology might well be measured by the spee,d and
thoroughness with which it gets over the Rorschach.
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